
02Sep16 - Julian Heicklen will be coming to Fort 
Lauderdale

01Sep16 – Julian P Heicklen: Just where do you stand? Or cower? And yes they have guns…
but you are paying them to protect you!

02Sep16 – Prosecuting the traitors that have violated the 
Constitution; they Committed TREASON!
On Sep 1, 2016, at 11:09 PM, Don Q. <DPQ007@comcast.net> wrote:

Dear friends and activists,
Julian Heicklen will be coming to Fort Lauderdale on the 18th for 12 days.
In 2012 a federal judge ruled that Julian's simple actions (distributing information about jury 
nullification on courthouse grounds) did not, and do not, constitute any type of 'jury tamper-
ing', despite the rather lame admonitions of the prosecutors.
IMHO, the arrest and prosecution were the only criminal activity going on... (malicious prose-
cution).
Activists are encouraged to contact
Julian jph13@psu.edu
or
myself 850 792-6535 (google voice, texting ok),
if you would like to be involved with any of the activities, below, mentioned by Julian.
For Truth and Justice,
Bruce Toski

 01Sep16 – Julian P Heicklen: Just where do you stand? Or cower? And yes they have guns…
but you are paying them to protect you!
 
----- Original Message ----- 
From: Julian P Heicklen
To: Bruce Toski
Sent: Friday, September 02, 2016 1:36 AM
Subject: Visit to Fort Laudrdale

Hi Bruce:

Arrival in Fort Lauderdale: 9-18-16 @ 2:04 pm on UA 2049
Departs Fort Lauderdale: 9-30-16 @ 1:43 pm on UA1417

I will be staying at the Days Inn, 1700 W Broward Blvd, Fort Lauderdale, FL, 33312, United 
States of America, 855-238-1590

The only commitments that I have made so far are:
1. To distribute nullification by jury flyers every weekday from 11:30 am to 1:30 pm.
     Fort Lauderdale Courthouse: 201 SE 6th St, Fort Lauderdale, FL 33301
    You are welcome (urged, commanded) to join me.
2. Spend Sunday from 3:00 pm to midnight with my cousin who lives in Miami.
    Otherwise I am free.

I would like (demand) to spend some time with you, either alone, with others, or both.
In particular I hope that you can make arrangements for me to see people:  
a. from the Libertarian Party
b. from Cop Block
c. interested in nullification by jury
d. interested in legalizing marijuana, particularly the MPP of Florida
e. from other freedom efforts

I look forward to seeing you.
Yours in freedom and justice—Julian

arnie, just one of the people.
arnie@arnierosner.com
714-964-4056
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A resource for the people.
For the adults in the room.
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